Google to become Alphabet as firm shakes up operating structure
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Investors have been after Google CEO Larry Page for years to cut back on the pie-in-the-sky bets that many see as a costly distraction to the company's highly profitable core search and Internet advertising businesses.

On Monday, Page and partner in crime/Google co-founder Sergey Brin came up with an unprecedented solution: create a new holding company structure to separate, at least in their financial results, Google's core Internet businesses from the farther afield fare like DNA research, smart thermostats and self-driving cars. The move harkened back to Page and Brin's controversial auction-based initial public offering back in 2004, an unusual structure that puzzled Wall Street.

The initial stock market reaction was positive, as Google shares jumped more than 7%.

Under the unorthodox plan unveiled by Page on Monday, a new holding company called Alphabet will be formed as the publicly-traded entity owning Google and all of its varied other efforts. Page will become CEO of Alphabet and Sundar Pichai, who oversaw most of Google's core businesses, will become CEO of the newly segregated Google unit. Brin will become the president of Alphabet, and Eric Schmidt will become the executive chairman of Alphabet.

The Google unit, which will report distinct financial results, will include only search, ads, maps, apps, YouTube and Android and the related technical infrastructure, the company said in a filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Businesses such as Calico, smart hardware maker Nest, and Fiber, as well as its investing arms, such as Google Ventures and Google Capital, and incubator projects, such as Google X, will be "managed separately from the Google business," the company said.

The solution differs from the typical strategies Wall Street bankers and activist investors favor, such as spinning off unrelated units or issuing tracking stocks. But it should give investors a clearer picture of how well Google's core businesses are doing by reporting the expensive experiments separately. Under Delaware law, shareholders won't get a chance to vote on the structural change, Google said.

And Page and Brin showed no interest in curbing their wide-ranging ambitions.

"We've long believed that over time companies tend to get comfortable doing the same thing, just making incremental changes," Page wrote in a blog post announcing the change. "But in the technology industry, where revolutionary ideas drive the next big growth areas, you need to be a bit uncomfortable to stay relevant."

In an interview with Yahoo Finance in May, Pichai emphasized that Google's mobile efforts were just getting started. "We think we have a long ways to go," Pichai said. "There are seven billion people in the world. And I think phones are the first time most people will have access to a modern computing device. With Android we want to enable that for people."
Google's shares had been flailing over the past few years, barely moving as the stock market raced ahead. But over the past few weeks, the stock has gone on a tear, up 20% since early July. That's largely because investors have grown hopeful that the company might start exercising greater discipline over spending on the far flung projects after it named former Morgan Stanley CFO Ruth Porat as its CFO.

Shares of Google will automatically be converted into the same number and type of shares in Alphabet stock. The company will continue trading on the Nasdaq Stock Market under its current symbols, GOOGL and GOOG.

In some ways, the holding company model appears similar to the way Warren Buffett has organized his huge conglomerate, Berkshire Hathaway. Page and Brin have taken some inspiration from Buffett over the years. But analysts said they say important differences between the two companies, especially since all of Buffett's units are profitable and much of Alphabet will not be.

"The whole point of Google's restructuring is that the core Google business is, but the rest really isn't," says Jan Dawson, chief analyst at Jackdaw Research. "That's a very different model, and means that although Alphabet might give the CEOs of the various subsidiaries lots of operating independence, they can't be anywhere near financially independent."